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PANELLIST PROFILES 
 
Abul Fahimuddin 
Reservoir Geophysicist, Shell UK 
Subject of PhD: Geo Sciences and Mathematics 
 
My Pathway: I have a Bachelor degree in Civil Eng, Masters in Computational Mathematics, PhD in Geo-
sciences. I worked as Scientific Research staff in a technical university Germany for 2 years then moved on as 
PhD scholar in Norway. After finishing my PhD, I joined Shell in Aberdeen as Reservoir Geophysicist. I aspire for 
a technical leadership position where integration of different disciplines is of paramount importance 
 

Alain Pluen 
Lecturer, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Physical Chemistry of Macromolecules 
 
My Pathway: I am a lecturer within the Drug Delivery and Pharmacokinetics Group (DDPK). After post-
graduate studies at the Institut Charles Sadron – Centre de Recherche sur les Macromolecules in Strasbourg 
where I studied the mechanisms of transport of macromolecules (single stranded DNA) in gels to improve 
sequencing,  I joined the team of Prof. R.K. Jain at the Massachusetts General Hospital - Harvard Medical 
School as a Postdoctoral Research Fellow. In this biomedical engineering laboratory and in collaboration with 
Dr David Berk, I started to study the relation between the tumour microenvironment and the transport 
hindrance of novel medicines i.e. antibodies, protein, peptides or liposomes. In September 2000, I joined the 
School of Pharmacy and have been pursuing my research effort on transport and/or delivery of novel 
medicines and their physico-chemical determinants especially cell penetrating peptides based systems using 
bioimaging techniques (confocal microscopy, Raster Image Correlation Spectroscopy or Fluroescence 
Correlation Spectroscopy). 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Alexander Roy 
Head of Research, New Economy 
Subject of PhD: Economics 
 
My Pathway: Prior to completing my PhD, I took a break in the PhD and became a Research Fellow at the 
University of Manchester. I then became a consultant at a private sector consultancy and finished my PhD 
part-time in my own time. After 10 years in consultancy at two companies, up to Director level, I then moved 
into the public sector as Head of Research for New Economy. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Alison Howorth 
Head of School Administration, Manchester Medical School, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Epithelial Transport 
 
My Pathway: I completed a PhD in 1985, which was followed by 12 month post-doc position. I had a career 
break for 9 years to bring up my two children. I then re-entered science under a Wellcome Trust Re-Entry 
Fellowship. In 1999, I moved into HE Management. My first role was in the area of Graduate Administration. I 
then worked as NHS Liaison Officer and moved into the role of Head of Undergraduate Administration in the 
Medical School in 2004. In 2007 I became Head of School Administration for Manchester Medical School. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  
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Alistair Revell 
Aerospace Lecturer, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Turbulence Modelling for Computational Fluid Dynamics 
 
My Pathway: I graduated from UMIST in 2002 with a degree in Aerospace Engineering with French, during 
which time I completed an industrial internship and a research placement at L'Ecole Nationale Suprieure de 
Mecanique et d'Aerotechnique in France. I received my PhD in Turbulence Modelling and Computational Fluid 
Dynamics at The University of Manchester in 2006, including time amounting to a year between 2003 and 
2004 at l'Institut de Mecanique des Fluides de Toulouse as a Marie Curie Fellow. I also spent several months at 
Electricite de France with the development team of the open-source CFD software Code_Saturne and a 
summer project at the Center for Turbulence Research, Stanford University. I have been involved in several 
large EU funded projects which focus upon improving the prediction of turbulence modelling & simulation in 
aerospace applications. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Ann McGruer 
Researcher, Fraud and Confidential Intelligence Bureau, Solicitors Regulation Authority 
Subject of PhD: Early Modern Literature and History 
 
My Pathway: I finished my PhD in September 2008 and have been a researcher within the Fraud and 
Confidential Intelligence Bureau of the Solicitors Regulation Authority since September 2010.  The reduction of 
funding within the Humanities was my main reason for exploring research options outside of academia and it 
has proven a good move, opening up opportunities to utilise my research skills which would otherwise not 
have been available to me. 
 

Anna Goatman 
Teaching Fellow in Marketing / Lecturer in Marketing, Manchester Business School 
Subject of PhD: Management (Marketing) 
 
My Pathway: I completed a degree in Engineering in 2001, an MSc in Business Management in 2002, an MSc in 
Marketing in 2004 and a PhD in 2008.  As a PhD student I spent many hours working as a graduate teaching 
assistant on a wide range of marketing courses (undergraduate and postgraduate) at Manchester Business 
School.  As a result of my involvement with the marketing group and Manchester Business School, I was 
offered a full-time job as a Teaching Fellow (Lecturer – Teaching Focused) on a one year contract.  I took up the 
position in September 2008, a month before submitting my PhD, and my position was made permanent in May 
2009.  In the 4 years I have held this position I have experienced a wide range of teaching from individual 
dissertation supervision to co-ordinating courses for over 500 students. Earlier this year I was awarded a 
University of Manchester Teaching Excellence Award, and in September I will take up the role of Programme 
Director for the BSc in Management (a programme of around 800 students). 
 

Anne Marie Glenny 
Senior Lecturer in Evidence Based Oral Health Care, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Clinical Guidelines/ Evidence Based Practice 
 
My Pathway: Worked up from Research Assistant post in research unit to become a Lecturer at School of 
Dentistry, University of Manchester.  Undertook a PhD part-time whilst working as Lecturer.  Involved in both 
undergrad/postgrad teaching and am PI on research programme funded by CDC (US). 
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Ashraf Kitmitto 
Senior Lecturer, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Biochemistry 
 
My Pathway: I attained my PhD from Imperial College London, after which I worked in Industry for 5 years. I 
then decided to pursue an academic career and took up a postdoc post. During this time I wrote my own 
fellowship proposal and received a 5 year BHF Lectureship Award. Upon renewal of my award for a further five 
years I was made Lecturer. After 3 years I was promoted to Senior Lecturer. I have recently been awarded a 5 
year BHF programme grant. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Bart Van Dongen 
Lecturer: Organic Geochemistry, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Sulfurized Carbohydrates: An important sedimentary sink for organic carbon?   
 
My Pathway: Phd at the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (University of Utrecht; the Netherlands) 
2003-2005 Postdoctoral Research Associate, Bristol University (UK) 2005-2007; Postdoc at Stockholm 
University (Sweden); 2007- Lecturer University of Manchester 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher 

 
Caroline Sanders 
Lecturer in Medical Sociology, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Patients' experiences of living with and managing osteoarthritis 

 
My Pathway: I started my career by training to be a general and sick children's nurse.  That was in the old days 
when you did not receive a diploma or degree.  I returned to education as a mature student in my mid 20's to 
do my first degree and subsequently received funding to do an M.Sc in Medical Sociology. Following that, I 
worked for a number of years as a Research Assistant before doing PhD alongside my research post.  I went on 
to work as a Research Fellow for 7 years before taking up my current post as Lecturer in Medical sociology. As 
a researcher and lecturer, I have always worked in multidisciplinary teams within medical departments 
conducting health related and applied social science research. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher. 

 
Carlos Horkan 
Product Development Manager, Baxter Healthcare SA 
Subject of PhD: Organic Chemistry  Title: Asymmetrical Bifunctional Catalysis 
 
My Pathway: 1990 – 94  University of Manchester (UK) – MChem Chemistry & French; 1992 – 93  University of 
Marseilles (6 months) and Rhone-Poulenc Chemistry Researcher (6 months);   1994 - 1997  University of 
Manchester (UK) – PhD Organic Chemistry; 1999 – 2001 Training Manager, Pharmaceutical Sciences Division, 
Royal Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain (London) ; 2001 – 2003 Director of Pharmaceutical Division, HSCS 
UK based EU Focused Pharmaceutical Training company (London) ; 2002 - 2003  Interim Director of Marketing 
& Pensions Division, HSCS UK based EU Focused Pharmaceutical Training company (London); 2004 – 2007 
Director of Pharmaceutical Division RCWG UK based Global Focused Pharmaceutical Training company 
(London) ; 2005 – 2007 Editor of Pharma IT Journal;  2007 – Present  Product Development Manager, Baxter 
Healthcare (Ireland) 
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Cath O'Neill 
Lecturer in Clinical Biochemistry, University of Manchester/ owner of spin-out Biotechnology company 
Subject of PhD: Biochemistry 
 
My Pathway: 1991-Phd; 1991-1996 Postdoc; 1996-2001 worked as a researcher in the NHS;  2001 to present-
lectureship; 2011- present: Founder and Director of Curapel 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Catriona Parker 
Clinical Trials Manager (Paediatric Oncology), The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Cancel Cell Biology 
 
My Pathway: I obtained my PhD in 2001 from the University of Sheffield in the field of cancer research and 
then completed a 3 year Postdoctoral research role in at the University of Manchester. I felt I didn't want to 
continue as a Postdoc for several reasons and worked in NHS clinical governance for a year, before moving into 
cancer clinical trials in 2005. I'm now a Clinical Trial Manager for the University of Manchester, running several 
international trials in childhood leukaemia. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Charlie Ball 
Deputy Director of Research, Higher Education Careers Services Unit 
Subject of PhD: Analytical Chemistry 
 
My Pathway: Did PhD, followed by one stint as a Postdoc.  Moved into Information Management in the 
pharmaceutical industry. I am now a researcher into the employment of graduates and postgraduates and 
occasional media pundit. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Chongwei Chua 
Curriculum Leader for Science, Salford City College 
Subject of PhD: Cell Biology and Biochemistry 
 
My Pathway: I had my PhD viva in 2006 and went to work for a large international bank. Within 6 months, I 
was promoted to a management position.  After about 2 years, I decided on a career change to teaching in 
further education.  In 2008, I went into part-time teacher training at first, followed by full-time training. I 
qualified as a teacher in the post-16 sector in 2009.  I supported myself by working freelance as a private tutor 
and as a postdoc research consultant for a Biotechnology startup.  In September 2009, I started work at Salford 
City College as a science teacher and, after about a year, was promoted to Curriculum Leader for Science. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Chris Chu 
Enterprise Risk Manager, IHG 
Subject of PhD: Risk Management and Project Finance 
 
My Pathway: I completed my PhD in Project Finance and Risk Management in 2007, supervised by Tony 
Merna. I then undertook post-Doctoral work on Supply Chain Risk Management, funded by EPSRC, at 
Manchester Business School. In collaboration with eight leading companies, I developed a supply chain risk  
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assessment methodology which has been adopted by several bluechip organisations. I have published a 
number of papers in project finance and risk management and I am joint author with Tony Merna and Faisal 
Al-Thani of the book Project Finance in Construction - a Structured Guide to Assessment published by Wiley-
Blackwell in 2010. I am now Enterprise Risk Manager at Global Risk Management, IHG, Broadwater Park, 
Denham 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Chris Godden 
Lecturer in the Economic History of Globalisation, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Economic History 
 
My Pathway: I completed my PhD in 2005 and, for a number of years afterwards, worked as a teaching 
assistant/teaching fellow at Manchester, Liverpool  and Sheffield. I applied for Postdoctoral research funding 
but, due to the increasing competition, was unsuccessful. I was fortunate enough to be offered a 2 year 
teaching fellow position in the history department at Manchester in 2009 (after the person who had the job 
for 1 year ranaway to Canada). This position was made permanent in late 2010. 
 

Chris Munro 
PDRA Research Geophysicist, British Geological Survey 
Subject of PhD: Applied Mathematics 
 
My Pathway: 2011: NERC Postdoctoral Research Associate at British Geological Survey, Geophysical 
Tomography Team; 2007–2011: PhD University of Manchester, Applied Mathematics; 2006–2007:  MSc 
University of Manchester, Applied Numerical Computing; 2003–2006:  BSc University of Portsmouth, 
Mathematics 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Claire Stocks 
Humanities Research Staff Development Officer, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: American Literature 
 
My Pathway:  During my PhD at Keele University I worked as a funded Graduate Teaching Assistant and 
Resident Tutor. I also worked as a sessional lecturer at Derby University, and gained a Post-graduate Certificate 
in Learning and Teaching in Higher Education. Once I finished my PhD I got my first full-time post as a Lecturer 
in Educational Development at Oxford University. After three-and-a-half years there, I moved to my current 
post in Manchester. 
 

 
Claire Thompson 
Director of Pharmaceutical Development, Oxford Pharmascience 
Subject of PhD: Pharmacy 
 
My Pathway: From a degree in Biochemistry at University of St. Andrews, I moved into the pharmaceutical 
arena via a PhD at School of Pharmacy, University of Nottingham under Professor Clive Roberts.   I then 
progressed into industry through a post-doctoral position at Pfizer Global R&D, Sandwich. It was here that I 
developed my expertise in assessing the physical attributes of drug substance intended for inhaled 
formulations.  In 2005, I joined GlaxoSmithKline as Senior Scientist supporting the physical property 
characterisation of API during development. I then progressed to Principal Scientist, leading the physical 
property determination of drug products and heading a global Technical Expert Team.  In Oct 2009, I joined  
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Molecular Profiles as Associate Director of Preformulation. Here, my role involved the development of new 
service areas and managing the delivery of Preformulation projects for Virtual, Biotech and Pharmaceutical 
Clients.  In Mar 2011, I became Director of Pharmaceutical Development with Oxford Pharmascience, a virtual 
Pharmaceutical company which develops cutting edge technologies to enable medicines to be safer and easier 
to take.   I am also a Board member of the Academy of Pharmaceutical Sciences. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher. 

 
 
Dale Heywood 
Director of Studies, MSc Enterpreneurship, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: A comparison of entrepreneur and PhD students' social identities highlighting their similarities 
 
My Pathway: I have enjoyed an eclectic career which has involved almost three decades as a serial 
entrepreneur, setting up and running small firms from an early age. Two were in catering, one in fashion, one 
in wedding services,  another was in event management and finally I built an estate of thirty five licensed 
businesses; an early Pub Co. in fact which I sold in the late 1990s.  I studied for an MBA at University of 
Liverpool specialising in Entrepreneurship in 2003/4 and passed with Distinction so became an Associate 
Lecturer at ULMS.  I teach, or have taught, Entrepreneurship, Entrepreneurial Marketing, International 
Marketing, International Business, HRM, Corporate Communications and Consumer Marketing.   I have also 
been a Freelance researcher and lecturer since 2004 whilst studying for my PhD at Manchester Business 
School. I have mentored and helped to develop approximately sixty student start-ups so far. I haven’t had an 
official role in this but my history and positive lean through my teaching for small firm consideration has meant 
students at both undergraduate and postgraduate level develop an appreciation of their own ability towards 
self employment and enterprise forming. I have just nudged them along where I can. So the old question of 
“can you teach entrepreneurship?” is a resounding “yes” if you believe it to be a career option most people 
will experience at least once in their working lives as I do.  Enabling is more effective than instructing I have 
found. 
 

 
David Gelsthorpe 
Curator of Earth Sciences Collection, Manchester Museum 
Subject of PhD: Palaeontology 
 
My Pathway: After finishing my PhD I continued volunteering at Sheffield Museum where a paid post came up. 
After this I worked for Scarborough & Whitby museums and then the Yorkshire Museum, York. I have been 
employed as a curator at The Manchester Museum for six years. 

 
David A Kirby 
Senior Lecturer in Science Communication Studies, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Molecular Evolutionary Genetics 
 
My Pathway: I studied Molecular Evolutionary Genetics at the University of Maryland - College Park where I 
received my PhD in 1996. I spent five years as an Assistant Professor in the Biology Department at American 
University in Washington DC where I taught genetics, evolution, and molecular biology. During my time here I 
organized a "Film and Biology" night that fueled my interest in issues relating to the relationship between 
fictional representation of science and attitudes towards science in culture. In 2001 I left bench science to 
pursue these interests and I undertook a Postdoctoral Retraining Fellowship, supported by the U.S. National 
Science Foundation, in Cornell University's Department of Science and Technology Studies and Department of 
Communication. After two years at Cornell, I spent a year as a Postdoc at Duke University in the Center for 
Teaching, Learning and Writing which provided an excellent transition for a Scientist into teaching in the 
Humanities and Social Sciences. I now teach undergraduate and graduate courses on science communication,  
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science fiction and the history of science at the University of Manchester as Senior Lecturer in Science 
Communication Studies in the Centre for the History of Science, Technology and Medicine. I have served as 
Programme Director of our Biology with Science & Society undergraduate programme and currently serve as 
Programme Director of our MSC in HSTM and Science Communication.  My research has continued into the 
communication of science through entertainment media and I have a book called Lab Coats in Hollywood: 
Science, Scientists, and Cinema. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

David Robinson 
Patent Attorney, Marks and Clerk LLP 
Subject of PhD: Computer Science 
 
My Pathway: Finished off my PhD whilst beginning working. I have been training for 3 and a half years and am 
now a qualified UK patent attorney and am awaiting my European qualifying results. 

 
Emily Bannister 
Postgraduate Research Development Officer & Programme Manager artsmethods@manchester,  
The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Medieval History 
 
My Pathway: I have a background in teaching and research - I graduated in 2008 with a PhD in medieval 
history and taught undergraduates at Keele and the University of Liverpool.  Since 2008 I have been working in 
the field of researcher development.  My research is practice-based and I am involved in facilitating and 
designing research training within the Humanities.  In October 2011 I launched the artsmethods@manchester 
programme which focusses on methodological expertise in the arts & languages. 

 
Emma Gillaspy 
Vitae NW Hub Manager, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Genetics of Osteoarthritis 
 
My Pathway: Following graduation from a PhD studying the genetics of osteoarthritis, I trained for two years 
as a Clinical Molecular Geneticist at the National Genetics Reference Laboratory (NGRL) in Manchester. In this 
position, I managed a laboratory-based project to develop European certified reference materials for 
molecular genetic testing. I then moved away from laboratory work to manage the UK and Ireland 
contributions to Orphanet, a Europe-wide online initiative to raise awareness and improve the diagnosis and 
treatment of rare diseases. In July 2008, I took on my current role as Vitae NW Hub Manager. I am responsible 
for delivering the Vitae programme across the higher education institutions in the North West. I regularly 
deliver training for both postgraduate researchers and research staff at institutional, regional and national 
levels. I have a particular interest in the use of technology in researcher training and I champion the use of 
social media in research and researcher development. I also lead the national project to develop Professional 
Development Planning tools based around the Researcher Development Framework (www.vitae.ac.uk/rdf).   

 
Frank Mair 
Lecturer in Chemistry Director of Outreach (Chemistry) Academic Director, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Synthetic Inorganic Chemistry 
 
My Pathway: BSc 1st class hons Pure and Applied Chemistry (Strathclyde) PhD, Boron clusters (Strathclyde), 
(Ritchie Prize for best thesis) Research Fellow, Queens' College, Cambridge Temporary Lecturer, Trinity 
College, Dublin Lecturer, UMIST then Manchester 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral researcher. 
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Hamish Gilbert 
Postdoctoral Research Fellow, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Intervertebral Disc Cell Mechanobiology 
 
My Pathway: Having finished my genetics degree in Liverpool, I worked for two years at Novartis Vaccines as a 
QC Microbiologist. Despite a promotion at Novartis I decided to study for a PhD at the University of 
Manchester as I felt I needed this to progress my science career. Following completion of my PhD, I worked as 
a Postdoctoral researcher for one year and have now just begun an early stage fellowship developing a stem 
cell therapy for the treatment of intervertebral disc disease. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Jason Bassi 
Well Engineer, Shell UK 
Subject of PhD: Aerospace Engineering - combustion 
 
My Pathway: Shell (2009  to date) - Reservoir Engineering, Well Engineering; 2002 to 2008: Postdoc in 
Combustion Processes, PhD in “Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy of High-Pressure Flames” - The Universty 
of Manchester. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Jason Wylie 
Submarine Software Design Authority, Thales 
Subject of PhD: The measurement and analysis of high frequency spectral occupancy over northern Europe 
 
My Pathway: I left school at 16 having completed O levels to work for Ferranti as a technician apprentice, 
studying part-time for ONC and HNC qualifications in Electronic Engineering.  Following completion of my 
apprenticeship I decided to leave full time employment to go to university to study electronics  at UMIST, 
sponsored by Ferranti, graduating with a first class degree in 1993.  Following this I was asked by Prof Geoffrey 
Gott to undertake a PhD, working at UMIST and sponsored by the Defence Research Agency. I graduated in 
1996, just after starting a job with Racal Research.  At Racal, I worked on several software digital radio 
projects, designing and implementing the front end demodulation within DSPs.  I left Racal, now Thales, in 
2001 to join Thales Underwater Systems, working on sonar receive processing using very large arrays of DSPs.  
Since joining Thales, I've gradually progressed to the level of technical expert, responsible for software design 
for submarine software products. 
 

 
Jennifer  Allanson 
Director/Honorary Lecturer, Tuplespace Limited School of Natural Sciences/ LJMU 
Subject of PhD: Computer Science 
 
My Pathway: Completed my PhD in Computer Science in 2000; Lecturer in Human-machine interaction @ 
Lancaster University 1999-2003; Senior lecturer in Interactive Systems @ LJMU 2003 – 2004; Self-employed 
2004-2005; Academic Careers Toolkit Project Officer, Manchester University 2005-2006; Self-employed skills 
trainer, nationwide 2006-2011;  Honorary lecturer in School of Natural Sciences LJMU 2008-present; Director 
of Tuplespace Limited 2011 – present. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  
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Jerome De Groot 
Senior Lecturer in Renaissance Literature and Culture, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: The English Civil Wars 
 
My Pathway: Phd then several years working in short-term contracts around the UK and Ireland before being 
offered a full-time contract a the University of Manchester in 2004. 
 
 

John Broderick 
Knowledge Transfer Fellow, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research 
Subject of PhD: Climate Policy (interdisciplinary, political economy, engineering) 
 
My Pathway: I graduated in Natural Science and spent 6 months working on an ecological field station with 
gap years and "eco" tourists, then 6 months temping in a Pharmaceutical laboratory. I completed a Masters in 
Coastal Management which then lead to a project management role initiating a distance learning MSc with a 
number of international partners. After 3 years I decided my career had a limited future without a PhD so 
moved to Manchester to the Business School to study Carbon Trading. I then became involved with the Tyndall 
Centre where I now act as a Knowledge Transfer Fellow. This post is a bridge between academia, civil society, 
industry and policy. I write briefings, conduct short consultancy projects, present our group's work at non-
academic workshops and conferences, and talk to the media and policy makers. 
 
 

 
John El Basha 
Completions and Well Intervention Engineer, Shell 
Subject of PhD: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in Urban Environments 
 
My Pathway: I decided to take up a job with Shell only after a year of starting working on my PhD. I discovered 
very late, that the PhD was not the best choice for me.  I started with Shell in 2009 in The Hague to go through 
basic induction and training. My first assignement was a secondment programme with an oilfield services 
company, Schlumberger, as a field engineer. I spent 18 months in at the wellsite leading crews and managing 
jobs and learnt a great deal about the industry. I returned to Shell in Aberdeen in 2011 to start another 
secondment working at GE Oil & Gas to learn about subsea equipment.  After this I took on my current role as 
an offshore Well Services Supervisor. My job is to ensure that all the well services activities carried out by 
contractors follows our safety guidelines and to report and liase with onshore staff about performance. 

 
 
John McCabe 
Quality Manager - Market Quality, Johnson & Johnson 
Subject of PhD: Biochemistry 
 
My Pathway: I have 23 years experience in the Medical Devices & Diagnostics industry, with a wide technical 
background in immunodiagnostics, advanced wound care, infection prevention, surgical specialities and 
orthopaedics.  I also have a broad business understanding with considerable multifunctional experience, 
having held positions in Research & Development, Operations and Quality Assurance.  My core competencies 
are:- Strategic Leadership, Change Agent and Facilitation (I am a deBono Accredited Facilitator) Quality and 
Manufacturing Leadership Project Management and Product Launch Product Development, Stage Gate and 
Portfolio Process Expertise Team Management and People Development 
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Joyce Tyldesley 
Lecturer in Egyptology (distance learning), The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Prehistoric Archaeology 
 
My Pathway: After completing my DPhil, I taught for a year at Liverpool University before becoming a 
freelance Archaeologist and writer (with a day job as an accountant). Having worked in the Manchester 
Museum, I currently teach the on-line Certificate Course in Egyptology. 
 

 
Karina Croucher 
Widening Participation, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Archaeology 

 
My Pathway: Having recently completed a British Academy postdoc in Archaeology, I am now working in 
Widening Participation, a role made possible through my previous role working with the Higher Education 
Academy. My roles have tended to balance research, teaching and administration. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher. 

 
 
Katie Steckles 
Maths Speaker, Think Maths 
Subject of PhD: Mathematics (topology/dynamical systems) 

 
My Pathway: As I finished my PhD I became involved with various outreach work, and have since become a 
freelance maths communicator, working for various organisations and in many different types of outreach. 

 
Kieran Lennon 
Drug Product Sourcing Manager, AstraZeneca 
Subject of PhD: Factors influencing the adhesion behaviour of film coated tablets 

 
My Pathway: I studied Pharmacy at Queen’s University Belfast and completed pre-reg training with Boots the 
Chemists.  After two and a half years in community pharmacy, I made a career switch to the Pharmaceutical 
Industry with Abbott Laboratories, Kent.  During 14 months there, I decided to undertake a PhD at DeMontfort 
University, investigating factors influencing adhesion behaviours of tablet film coats. I am now working for 
AstraZeneca where I have gained experience in both early and late stage development projects.  In late stage 
development, my key interests included immediate release dosage formulations and drug delivery options for 
poorly soluble compounds.   More recently I have joined the Sourcing group within the AZ R&D Supply Chain 
where I am responsible for a number of externalisation activities including IR tablet development, paediatric 
dosage development and clinical supply manufacture. 

 
 
Kristy Turner 
School Teacher Fellow, Royal Society of Chemistry/University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Synthetic Organic Chemistry 
 
My Pathway: I gained a PhD in Synthetic Organic Chemistry from the University of Glasgow in 2006 from the 
group of Prof. David Procter (now working at Manchester).  I then started a career as a science and chemistry 
teacher at a state comprehensive school in Bolton, training on the GTP scheme.  I was promoted to Head of 
Chemistry and in 2011 I took a secondment to return to the University of Manchester (where I actually  
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completed my final year of PhD research) as the Royal Society of Chemistry school teacher fellow, contributing 
to teaching in the School of Chemistry and advising academics on teaching and learning and transition issues.  
In September I will be returning to teaching, this time in a private boys’ school.  I am passionate about teaching 
and enjoy developing the next generation of science teachers. 
 
 

Lauren Summers 
Research Support Manager, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Neuroscience 
 
My Pathway: I did my degree (Biochemistry) and PhD (Neuroscience) at Manchester and then became an 
Associate Medical Writer for KnowledgePoint360 in Macclesfield. I returned to Manchester to do a brief 
postdoc with Johnson and Johnson on bioscaffolds. I became a Research Support Manager in Jan this year and 
love being in a non-academic role at the University!   
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Lisa Frost 
Senior Scientist 1; Discovery Chemistry, Evotec 
Subject of PhD: Chemistry 
 
My Pathway: I completed my PhD in 1999 and moved to the University of Sussex where I completed a 
Postdoctoral fellowship lasting 3 years with Steve Caddick. After this time, I took a job with the CRO Evotec in 
the library synthesis group as a Senior Scientist. I moved to the discovery chemistry group after 3 years and 
was promoted to Senior Scientist 1. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Lorraine Mooney 
Senior Scientist, AstraZeneca 
Subject of PhD: Cancer Research (Mechanisms of apoptosis in breast cancer cells) 
 
My Pathway: After my first degree in Biochemistry I decided to pursue a career in scientific research.  I then 
did an MSc in Immunopharmacology to ensure a career in research was right for me.  I then obtained a PhD in 
Cancer Research with the plan to continue in academic research and obtain a fellowship.  My first job as a 
postdoc was very enjoyable however, I became frustrated with the lack of career structure for postdocs and 
the difficulties connected with obtaining a fellowship.  This made me rethink my future plans and I am now a 
Senior Scientist within the Oncology research area at Astra Zeneca.  I really enjoy my job I enjoy working as 
part of a multi-disciplinary drug discovery team where you are constantly learning new things and facing new 
challenges.  It’s exciting and rewarding. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Louise Butcher 
Northwest Regional Officer, Institute of Physics 
Subject of PhD:  
 
My Pathway: After my PhD I joined Pilkington, the glass company, in R&D. After 2 years I spent a short stint in 
marketing there, before joining the university of Manchester as a Postdoc, working on Face recognition with 
imaging science (mainling computing). A year later, a colleague and I span out a business to commercialise  
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some of this work. I spent about 5 years in thsi small company, on both the technical development (software 
development), and a lot of the business admin and management. When it become clear this wasn't going 
anywhere, I wanted to get back closer to my degree subject, and found my current position. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher. 

 
Mandeep Kaur Khela 
IT Support and Website Designer, Sikh Community and Youth Services 
Subject of PhD: Nuclear Medicine in Gastroenterology Title (The Role of Gamma Scintigraphy in the Assessment 
of Gastrointestinal Transit) 
 
My Pathway: After my BSc in Physics with Business Management at York University, I was not sure what 
direction to take.  I secured a studentship to study for a postgraduate diploma in Medical and Radiation 
Physics.  This sparked a real interest in applying my knowledge to the field of Medicine which was cemented 
when I undertook a 9 month temporary post to cover maternity leave at Raigmore Hospital, Inverness.  
Working with people of all ages and backgrounds and using Nuclear Medicine techniques to investigate their 
conditions was fascinating.  Following this I secured another 1-year post at The Royal London Hospital, London 
as a Research Assistant in the Department of Neurogastroenterology, Queen Mary College, University of 
London.  It was unpredictable and challenging as I ended up staying there for 5.5 years after yearly extensions 
to my contract and it was here that I began my PhD part-time.  
 
 This I juggled with managing the clinical service within the research institute.    After this I worked at GE 
Healthcare which is part of GE, the 2nd largest company in the US.  I was there for 5 years as a Senior Medical 
Physicist within the Medical Imaging team.  The demanding role involved supporting UK, European and US 
clinical sites with diagnostic imaging clinical trials.  My main project was supporting the development of an 
imaging agent to diagnose Alzheimer's Disease earlier.    I am a Science and Engineering Ambassador and 
undertaken voluntary work with local schools and judged at National Science & Engineering events. I was also 
a Business Advisor with Young Enterprise.  Currently, I am working with a charitable organisation in developing 
an online website hosting interactive learning resources for learning Panjabi in line with mainstream teaching 
methods.  This has received national recognition. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Marieke Navin 
Science Communication Officer, Museum of Science and Industry 
Subject of PhD: Particle Physics 
 
My Pathway: I studied a MPhys Physics and Astronomy at the University of Sheffield and then took 3 years out 
travelling around the world and working as a debt collector. I returned to Sheffield and during my PhD i 
became more and more interested in science communication, starting with the Institute of Physics "Physics in 
a Box" and then winning some RCUK and IOP grants for futher public engagement.  I was a Famelab finalist in 
2007 and now perform at Cheltenham science festival every year as well as give lectures at scibars and 
astronomy societies and high schools.  At MOSI I am responsible for informal science learning, consisting of 
organising hands-on science events, the Manchester Science Festival and family/young adult science events. 

 
Mary Macfarlane 
Careers Consultant, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: German Literature and Film 
 
My Pathway: I finished my PhD on the figure of the typist in German literature and film in the 1920s and 30s in 
2007, and spent eight months working as a medical secretary. In June 2008, I got a job working as 
Postgraduate Training Officer at the University of Manchester, so my PhD was relevant to that. At the time, I  
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was still deciding whether to pursue an academic career, but over the course of that job I realised I really 
didn't want to.  I spent 18 months in that role wondering what to do next, and then realised that the area of 
work that really interested me was careers work.  I moved to Careers and Employability at the University of 
Salford to be Work Experience Project Officer in May 2010.  Although this wasn't a careers adviser position, it 
enabled me to get experience in careers, and the University also funded 75% of my course costs to undertake 
a Postgraduate Diploma in Careers Education, Information and Guidance in Higher Education.  Just over a year 
into the role, a position became vacant in the Careers Consultant team so I started working as a Careers 
Consultant, and I'm just coming to the end of my PG Certificate and have asked for funding to continue to PG 
Dip level. I absolutely love it, and I'm really happy to be developing a new skill-set and contributing to 
professional debates and national policy.   
 
 

Nathan Ryder 
Freelance skills trainer and consultant, Freelance - I am self employed 
Subject of PhD: Pure maths, specifically knot theory 
 
My Pathway: I finished my PhD in 2008, and since then have been a freelance skills trainer and consultant. I 
relish opportunities to help others think and act for their personal development. Being freelance is always 
challenging (in a good way!) and there is a strong feel of developing yourself as you go along. More recently I 
have been working to broaden my portfolio career, still keeping a focus on skills training. 
 

Nick Proctor 
Director, Adelphi Access 
Subject of PhD: Prediction of In Vivo Pharmacokinetics 
 
My Pathway: Degree in Biomedical Sciences (Aberdeen), PhD in Pharmacy (Manchester) and Postdoc 
(Sheffield).  Then a technical role at a spin-out company which became client problem solving and business 
development/commercial.  I realised that I loved the problem solving and commercial aspects and wanted to 
see if I could do it in a slightly different field so moved to a health economics and health outcomes company.  
After learning some market research and the way big businesses work, I moved into commercial consultancy 
which we made into a successful business. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Patrick Tierney 
Amusement Ride Inspection Engineer, Leisure Technical Consultants Ltd 
Subject of PhD:  Experimental Atomic and Molecular Physics 
 
My Pathway: Having completed my PhD at Durham University, which took 4.5 years, I then got engaged to be 
married and moved in with my fiancée (now wife) in York. I spent 6 months promoting cycling for a York 
company, which involved a lot of travelling. I specialised in promoting cycling for people with disabilities.  I 
then spent 6 months on a PGCE course training to be a physics teacher at York University. The large amount of 
time working outside of office hours did not suit me, and I also missed the technical aspects of my PhD, so I 
started looking for more technical work closer to Manchester where my wife and I wished to live. In the 
meantime I went back to the cycle promotion job, which was extremely rewarding personally but not 
financially. I then got a job in process control at a very successful composite material company in Manchester, 
which gave me an insight into a variety of manufacturing processes and rapidly a large amount of 
responsibility. I enjoyed working within this role, but found interactions with the management quite trying and 
stressful. Fortunately whilst looking elsewhere for jobs a family friend asked if I would consider applying for a 
job at her family company. I had not previously thought that my qualifications would be considered in such an 
engineering role, but quickly realised that many of my analytical skills and ability to understand complex 
systems, troubleshoot, and communicate to people on all levels made me well suited to the role. Having been 
recruited to work in a mechanical role, I immediately had the opportunity to take on an electrical role in the  
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company, and become multi-skilled in that sense due to a change in staffing at the company. I now carry out 
electrical, mechanical, and functional annual inspections on theme park and travelling rides from one year old 
to over a hundred years old all over the UK. I work with a team of 10 engineers and 2 office based staff. In the 
near future I expect to travel to the middle-east and Europe in this role, and possibly further afield. I hope to 
further my training in electrical control systems, hydraulic and pneumatic systems, ultrasonic testing, and rope 
access. Our company is expanding and so I also hope to work in more areas including reviewing the designs of 
new rides by calculation and simulation. 

 
Paul Chan 
Lecturer, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Labour Productivity 
 
My Pathway: I started out my career working in the construction industry in Singapore. Used to operate 
bulldozers for a living, and managed construction projects. Then I did some serious study about the 
professional work that I do, through a BSc and latterly PhD in construction. Since then, I have been teaching 
and researching social relationships in engineering projects. 
 

I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Paul Spencer 
Researcher Development Manager, University of West England 
Subject of PhD: Oral Microbiology and Electrochemistry 
 
My Pathway: I started a PhD in 1997, developing an electrochemical sensor to measure volatile compounds 
found in bad breath. As a Postdoc researcher, I worked on a laboratory model to recreate the conditions found 
on the human tongue as a way of being able to assess potential ingredients that reduce bad breath; a project 
that was funded by a major pharmaceutical company. I spent time during my PhD developing my facilitation 
skills which serendipitously aided my career switch to become a Researcher Skills Development Officer some 8 
years ago, a job which I still do and enjoy immensely. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Peter Coventry 
Research Fellow, Community Based Medicine, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Medical Sociology 
 
My Pathway: After completing my PhD, I took up a fixed term research job at the Christie Hospital for 2 years, 
left university research for 1 year to work in medical writing for the drug industry, returned to academic 
research in 2003 with an opportunity to apply for post-doc funding which I was awarded in 2005 from the 
MRC. This proved to be a springboard for further research posts and programme management roles on large, 
multi-site clinical trials that have offered more sustainable career options for me as a full time researcher. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Sarah Ashworth 
Researcher Development (Life Sciences), The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Environmental Microbiology 
 
My Pathway: My career journey has been quite scenic taking in International Pharmaceuticals, an 
environmental charity and higher education careers work. My research training has been invaluable at all  
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stages of my career, with added value from 'other activities' such as voluntary work and past-times.  I now 
work part-time as I have a young family and enjoy the balance this new working arrangement allows me. Key 
words to describe my approach to a career: independence, flexibility and challenge. 

 
Sasha Yu 
Teaching Fellow/Trader, Royal Holloway College/Guorong Group 
Subject of PhD: International Project Management 
 
My Pathway: Economic situations don't affect you finding a great job. Know yourself and find a career that 
suits you. 
 

 
Shengke Zhi 
Nuclear Safety Engineer, AMEC 
Subject of PhD: Mechanical Engineering, focused on Condition Monitoring 
 
My Pathway: After a few years working in EDF Energy, I decided to jump the boat and move to a critical 
business of nuclear industry. I was a system engineer in EDF Energy, specialized in equipment reliability and 
control and instrumentation. These experiences were well recognized and benefit my current role.  Nuclear 
safety is very important for us. As a result, the engineers need a lot of knowledge of the design standard, plant 
knowledge, safety standards, and operation experience. During my day-to-day work, I deliver 3-yearly based 
and 10-yearly based safety reviews to ensure the nuclear plants are operated under safety condition.   Of 
course, general professional competencies are required, such as communication in both oral and written, 
presentation and influence skills etc. Most importantly, as a young professional, I demonstrate that I can be 
developed into a next level of both technical and non-technical roles.   
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

 
Simon Siemianowski 
Research Physicist, Merck Chemicals Ltd 
Subject of PhD: Liquid Crystal Physics 
 
My Pathway: I completed my undergraduate degree in Physics at Manchester University in 2006 and then 
embarked on my PhD in Physics under the supervision of Prof. Helen Gleeson in the Non Linear Dynamics and 
Liquid Crystals Group. I completed my PhD in August 2010 and was then offered a short postdoc position until 
the end of the year. During that time I applied for my own funding via the PhD Plus scheme and was awarded a 
6 month position. In February 2011 I attended an international conference and spoke to a number of 
researchers from industry. After making a good impression and passing out some business cards I received an 
email shortly afterwards asking me for my CV. A week later I was invited for an interview in Southampton for a 
research position with Merck Chemicals. I joined the company in June 2011 and I am just about to complete 
my first year. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Stephen Richardson 
RCUK Academic Fellow, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Cell Biology 
 
My Pathway: Went straight from degree, to PhD and postdoc position. Worked for 7 years as a postdoc, then 
was awarded a fellowship. Working to develop my own group and obtain funding as well as write papers. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  
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Tobias Galla 
RCUK Fellow/Lecturer, The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Theoretical Physics 
 
My Pathway: 2007 - date RCUK Fellow/Lectuer University of Manchester;  2004-2007 postdoctoral fellow 
International Centre Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy;  2000-2004 PhD student, theoretical physics University 
of Oxford; 1994-1999 undergraduate student Physics & Mathematics, University of Muenster, Germany. 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  

Tristan Pocock 
Lecturer (Teaching Focussed), The University of Manchester 
Subject of PhD: Pharmacology 
 
My Pathway: Graduated from the University of Southampton in 1994 with a BSc (Hons) degree in 
Pharmacology. Completed PhD in Pharmacology (at the University of Manchester in 1998). Moved to 
University of Bristol on a British Heart Foundation funded post-doc (until 2002). During this time was an 
academic tutor to Veterinary Science students and coordinated some Physiology practicals. Whilst on a 
placement teaching biology in a secondary school in rural Zambia (with Voluntary Services Overseas, 2002-4), 
decided that future career lay in education. On return to the UK, took up a Teaching Fellow position in the 
Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Manchester. Completed a Postgraduate Certificate in Learning and 
Teaching in HE in 2006. Current teaching roles include: academic advisor to Life Science students, PBL tutor, 
practical coordinator. Have also coordinated a Field Course in Animal Behaviour (in South Africa). 
 
I have been a Postdoctoral Researcher.  


